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INTRODUCTION

The H2O molecule plays a fundamental role in various geo-
logical and biomineralogical processes. Indeed, much effort is 
being invested, for example, in studying the nature of various 
ß uid-geomaterial interactions and biological-geological pro-
cesses. To obtain a fundamental scientiÞ c understanding of such 
complex processes, a prerequisite is that the physical nature of 
the H2O-molecule system is understood. There are many studies 
that have been published on the system H2O and the behavior of 
the H2O molecule in various chemical and physical environments 

(see Ball 1999 or Franks 2000 for an introduction, and Eisenberg 
and Kauzmann 1969 and Jeffrey 1997 for a more advanced treat-
ment). One of the most important physical aspects that needs to 
be understood is thermodynamic behavior. In terms of earth sci-
ence related questions, it is necessary to investigate further how 
the H2O molecule interacts with a variety of geomaterials.

Certain minerals offer the possibility for one to study the 
nature of the H2O molecule at a relatively simple yet funda-
mental level, and also to look at how it interacts with crystalline 
phases as manifested, for example, through its thermodynamic 
behavior. One such mineral is cordierite. Cordierite of ideal 
formula, (Mg,Fe)2Al4Si5O18·x(H2O), where x = 0 to 1, can adsorb * E-mail: chg@min.uni-kiel.de
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ABSTRACT

The heat capacity, CP, of a synthetic hydrous cordierite of composition Mg1.97Al3.94Si5.06O18·0.625H2O 
was measured for the Þ rst time using precise adiabatic calorimetry in the temperature range from 6 to 
300 K. Hydrous Mg-cordierite was obtained by hydrothermal treatment of anhydrous Mg-cordierite 
(Paukov et al. 2006) at 4 kbar and 600 °C for 24 hours. The synthetic product was characterized 
using X-ray diffraction and powder IR spectroscopy. Rietveld reÞ nement gives a = 17.060(2) Å, b 
= 9.721(1) Å, and c = 9.338(1) Å with V = 1548.7(3) Å3 and ∆ = 0.25, and the IR spectrum shows 
only the presence of Class I-Type I H2O in the channel cavities. Small CP anomalies were observed 
at 272.98 ±0.03 K and 239.43 ±0.13 K, which are thought to be related to very small amounts of H2O 
occurring in tiny ß uid inclusions and to surface H2O, respectively. From the heat-capacity data on 
hydrous Mg-cordierite, various thermodynamic functions were calculated and are presented in table 
form. The calculated partial molar entropy for one mole of H2O in hydrous Mg-cordierite at 298.15 
K and 1 bar is 80.5 J/(mol·K). The partial molar volume for H2O in hydrous Mg-cordierite at 298 K 
and 1 bar is zero. The CP results, together with published heat-capacity data on three different zeolites, 
permit a comparison and analysis of their heat-capacity behavior. The heat-capacity behavior of H2O 
molecules in zeolites is more similar to that of ice at T < 300 K and not to gaseous H2O, which can be 
attributed to the presence of hydrogen-bonded H2O molecules. In contrast, the heat-capacity behavior 
for the �quasi-free� H2O molecule in cordierite is more similar to that of a free H2O molecule in the 
gaseous state between approximately 100 and 300 K. At T < 100 K, the energies of low-energy modes, 
especially external H2O translations, determine heat-capacity behavior. Model heat capacities for H2O 
in cordierite were calculated using the Einstein model and using as input data the results from inelastic 
neutron-scattering measurements on hydrous Mg-cordierite (Winkler and Hennion 1994). Reasonable 
agreement between experiment and calculations can be achieved using three H2O translational modes, 
one of which is hypothetical, and two librational H2O modes. The experimental spectra do not appear 
to show all six external H2O modes and further vibrational spectroscopic study is required to determine 
their energies. At T > 300 K, the heat capacity for H2O is the smallest in steam with values increasing 
in hydrous beryl and cordierite, to H2O in various zeolites, and Þ nally to liquid H2O. This behavior 
may reß ect the nature of the hydrogen bonding and the energies of internal H2O stretching modes, 
which decrease in energy with increasing hydrogen-bonding strength in the various systems.
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